Arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles: “clicked” photoswitches for versatile functionalization and electronic decoupling
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Abstract

The development of light-responsive chemical systems often relies on the rational design and suitable incorporation of molecular photoswitches such as azobenzenes. Linking a photoswitch core with another π-conjugated molecular entity may give rise to intramolecular electronic coupling, which can dramatically impair the photoswitch function. Decoupling strategies have been developed based on additionally inserting a linker that can disrupt the through-bond electronic communication. Here we show that 1,2,3-triazole—a commonly used decoupling spacer—can be directly merged into the azoswitch core to construct a class of “self-decoupling” azoswitches arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles. These heteroaryl azoswitches are easily accessed and readily functionalized using click chemistry. Their photoswitch property can be regulated by structural modification, enabling (near-)quantitative E-Z photoconversion and widely tunable Z-isomer thermal half-lives from days to years. Combined experimental and theoretical results demonstrate that the electronic structure of the photoswitch core is not substantially affected by various substituents attached to the 1,2,3-triazole unit, benefitting from its cross-conjugated nature. The combination of clickable synthesis, tunable photoswitch property and self-decoupling ability, makes arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles intriguing molecular tools in designing photo-responsive systems with desired performance.
Introduction

Molecular photoswitches have become important tools for remote control over the structure, property, and function of a system using light irradiations,1-5 which has received widespread attention in smart materials,6-9 optoelectronic devices,10-13 pharmacology and biomedicine,14-17 solar energy storage and conversion,18-22 etc. Azobenzenes are a prevailing class of photoswitches, benefitting from their simple chromophore structure and robust \( E \leftrightarrow Z \) photoisomerizations that induce large geometrical changes.23-26

There are a plethora of azobenzene derivatives obtained by introducing substituents to phenyl rings. In order to further expand the molecular diversity and tune the photoswitch properties, an increasing interest has been recently focused on developing heteroaryl azo molecules, also referred to as azoheteroarenes, by replacing the phenyl ring with a heteroaromatic ring.27 Heteroaryl azoswitches can be tailor-made by selecting a specific heteroaryl group characterized by ring size, type/number/position of the heteroatom, and its linking position to azo group, all having significant influence on the geometric/electronic structure of \( E \) and \( Z \) isomers. Of particular interest are azoheteroarenes bearing five-membered heterocycles such as imidazole,28-31 pyrazole,32-38 and thiophene.39-41 Phenylazoimidazoles,29 phenylazopyrazoles32-33 and phenylazothiophenes39-40 could display an unusual T-shaped geometry for their Z-isomers (where phenyl ring is perpendicular to the heterocycle), which is not accessible by Z-azobenzenes due to the steric hindrance between two six-membered rings. Significantly, the T-shaped Z-isomers of phenylazopyrazoles, stabilized by C-H-π interaction, possessed extremely high thermal stability with half-life \( (t_{1/2}) \) up to 1000 days.32-33 Nonetheless, the T-shaped Z-phenylazothiophenes, stabilized by unique lone-pair-π interaction, showed \( t_{1/2} \) of only a few hours.39-40 These phenylazoheteroarenes generally offered quantitative \( E \leftrightarrow Z \) photoisomerization, but the reverse photoconversion could be suppressed due to low n-π* absorbance of the T-shaped Z-isomers. Several azobisheteroarenes were also reported, including azobisimidazoles,31 azobisbiophenenes41 and azobispyrazoles,42 which generally exhibited twisted Z-isomers that facilitated their \( Z \leftrightarrow E \) photoisomerization. Significantly, azobispyrazole family showed (near-)quantitative bidirectional photoconversion and their Z-isomer \( t_{1/2} \) was broadly tunable from hours to years.42 These advances demonstrate the distinct characteristics of various azoheteroarenes brought by different heteroaryl groups and the great potential of heteroaryl motif in tuning the structure and property of azo photoswitches.

As a building block for light control applications, a molecular photoswitch generally needs to be linked with other molecular entities or integrated into a more complex system. A major consideration is whether the intrinsic photoswitch properties can be preserved after incorporation. It is well-documented that the photoreactivity can be dramatically decreased if a photoswitch is electronically coupled to another π-conjugated unit.43-49 To address this issue, the effect of linker structure on the strength of electronic coupling has been widely investigated, and several decoupling strategies for azobenzenes have been developed, as illustrated in Figure 1a. Complete decoupling can be simply achieved by inserting a sp³-CH group as the spacer, e.g., a methylene or an aliphatic chain, which is nonetheless not suitable for designing rigid molecular architectures. In a rigid and linear architecture where an azobenzene unit is merged with a
biphenyl bridge, the electronic coupling strength can be greatly attenuated by increasing the torsion angle between two phenyl planes to $\sim 90^\circ$. In quest of efficient multiphotocromic molecules, bis/tris-azobenzenes were developed where two/three azobenzene units shared the central benzene ring via ortho-, meta-, or para-connections. The extended $\pi$-conjugation in ortho- and para- compounds led to severe reduction (or complete loss) of the photoisomerization ability and Z-isomer stability, while the cross-conjugation effect of meta-connection suppressed the electronic communication between azo-photochromophores and they could behave similarly to individual azobenzenes. An alternative approach to cross-conjugation is employing 1,2,3-triazole ring as the linker group, which can disrupt the through-bond electronic communication between 1- and 4- substituents, and such structure can be readily accessed by click chemistry, i.e., Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition, CuAAC. Barrett group “clicked” diverse end groups to azobenzene chromophores and found that, these derivatives preserved the photophysical characteristics of the pristine chromophores and their Z-isomer $t_{1/2}$ were retained within a single order of magnitude. Amar et al. connected azobenzene unit to bipyridine ligand through 1,2,3-triazole, and their combined experimental and computational study showed that the electronic structure and photophysical properties of azobenzene remained almost unchanged after coordination to metal cations.
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**Figure 1.** a) Typical strategies for decoupling of azobenzene unit. b) Arylazo-1,2,3-triazole as a “self-decoupling” azoswitch developed in this work. c) A schematic representation of the “click” approach to arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles.

We envision that 1,2,3-triazole, as a unique heteroaryl group, can be directly bonded to azo group to construct “self-decoupling” heteroaryl azoswitches. Therefore, we are motivated to investigate the synthesis, structure, and photoswitch property of arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles, as shown in Figure 1b. Such azoswitches can be easily accessed and readily functionalized by virtue of click chemistry (Figure 1c). We believe that arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles are interesting and useful azoswitches for the following reasons: 1) they enable straightforward electronic decoupling of the photochromic core; 2) they may show excellent photoswitch properties like other heteroaryl azo molecules; 3) they could be versatile building blocks for a
wide array of applications, benefitting from the multifunctionality of 1,2,3-triazole,\textsuperscript{62,68-70} e.g., ligands to metal ions,\textsuperscript{71} H-bond donors/acceptors,\textsuperscript{72} anion receptors,\textsuperscript{73} anchoring groups on metal surfaces,\textsuperscript{74} linkers promoting intramolecular charge transfer.\textsuperscript{75}

**Results and discussion**

**Synthesis**

Taking advantage of the orthogonality of click reaction, we utilized a convenient one-pot approach to arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles where the formation of azide/alkyne and their cycloaddition could take place in the same reaction mixture, as shown in Scheme 1 (see Supporting Information for experimental details). This could also avoid the explosion risk of organic azides. Arylazoethynyl-Tips (AAET), the precursor of arylazoacetylene, were readily obtained via coupling between aryl diazonium tetrafluoroborate and lithiumethynyl-Tips in yields of 82\%-91\%. The one-pot click reaction proceeded by 1) in situ formation of alkyl and aryl azides at first, respectively by substitution reaction between alkyl halides and NaN\textsubscript{3} and diazotization–azidation of arylamines in the presence of t-BuONO and TMSN\textsubscript{3}, and 2) deprotection of AAET upon addition of tetra-n-butylammonium fluoride (TABF) to give the arylazoacetylenes, and 3) immediate cycloaddition between alkyl/aryl azides and arylazoacetylenes under catalysis of Cu\textsuperscript{+} (which was pre-formed in the mixture by reduction of CuSO\textsubscript{4} with sodium ascorbate). A representative family of 17 arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles were synthesized in yields of 37\% to 93\%.

Because rich kinds of aromatic amines and organic halides are commercially available, a broad variety of AAET and organic azides are readily accessed. This enables the construction of arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles in a modular fashion that can be functionalized with a vast scope of substituents at both sides.

**Scheme 1.** Synthesis of arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles.
Structure and photoswitch properties

We first investigated the structure and photoswitch properties of phenylazo-1,2,3-triazole 1, the simplest and parent molecule in this family, with a combination of experimental results and quantum chemical calculations. Photoisomerization properties were studied using UV-Vis absorption spectra in DMSO (Figures 2 and S3). E-1 showed a strong π-π* absorption band with λ_{max} of 329 nm and a very weak n-π* band at 425 nm (Figure 2a and Table S1). Excitation of the π-π* transition using 350 nm light led to almost complete $E \rightarrow Z$ photoisomerization in 96 % yield. The $Z$ isomer had a slightly stronger n-π* band with λ_{max} of 422 nm. Due to the heavy overlapping of the two n-π* bands with $\varepsilon(Z)/\varepsilon(E)$ ratio only ~ 1.5 at most (Figure 2a inset), selective excitation of the $Z$ isomer was impossible. Therefore, $Z \rightarrow E$ back photoconversion was not effective and the highest $E$ isomer content in PSS was only about 65% at an optimized irradiation wavelength (400 nm). The thermal $Z \rightarrow E$ isomerization kinetics (first-order) at elevated temperatures were measured in DMSO (Figure S8 and Table S2), which revealed a quite long thermal $t_{1/2}$ of 105 d at 25 °C.

Figure 2. UV-Vis absorption spectra of arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles 1-4 in DMSO. Insets show $E$-isomer fractions at various PSSs and Z/E absorptivity ratio as a function of wavelength.
Table 1. Spectroscopic data, photoconversions, and Z-isomer $t_{1/2}$ of 1-4 measured in DMSO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-isomer</th>
<th>Z-isomer</th>
<th>Photoconversion$^b$</th>
<th>$t_{1/2}$ at 25 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi^<em>\pi^</em>$ $\lambda_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$\pi^<em>\pi^</em>$ $\lambda_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$\pi^<em>\pi^</em>$ $\lambda_{\text{max}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>.$^a$</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>.$^a$</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] The n-$\pi^*$ peak position cannot be distinguished due to overlapping with the tail of $\pi^*\pi^*$ band. [b] The isomer contents were obtained from integration results of $^1$H NMR spectra in DMSO-$d_6$ (see Figures S4-S7). [c]-[f] The samples were irradiated by lights of [c] 350 nm, [d] 365 nm, [e] 400 nm, and [f] 532 nm. [g] Values at 25 °C were extrapolated from kinetics data at elevated temperatures using Arrhenius equation (see Section 2.2 in SI). [h] Value was measured at 25 °C directly.

Both isomers have two stable ground state conformations (due to the rotation of triazole ring relative to phenylazo group), which were optimized using density functional theory (DFT), and their electronic transitions were computed with time-dependent DFT (TDDFT). For E-1, its two conformers E-1(1) and E-1(2) showed the commonly found planar geometry, as shown in Figure 3a. E-1(1) is more favorable with a population of 98.2% (Boltzmann distribution at 25 °C in DMSO, see Table S5). The higher energy of E-1(2) could be attributed to the repulsive interaction between two nitrogen lone pairs (from an azo nitrogen and N3 on triazole, which oriented towards each other), as illustrated in Figure 3a. Such lone-pair–lone-pair repulsion was confirmed by i) a repulsive N…N noncovalent interaction (NCI) surface (Figures 3a and S12) and ii) obvious polarization of the involved N lone pairs visualized by the electron localization function (ELF) map (Figures 3a and S13). For Z-1, the dominant conformer Z-1(2) adopted a nearly perfect T-shaped geometry ($\phi_{CCNN}$=91.6°) stabilized by a favorable C-H–$\pi$ interaction (visualized by NCI surface and ELF map), as depicted in Figure 3b, while the twisted conformer Z-1(1) was less favorable. Such T conformation, on the one hand, led to weak n-$\pi^*$ absorbance (oscillator strength $f$ of only 0.0021) and thus disfavored the Z$\rightarrow$E photoconversion, and, on the other hand, underlay the long thermal $t_{1/2}$ of Z-1. This is consistent with the structure-property relationship established by Fuchter et al for other N-heterocycle based azoheteroarenes.33
Figure 3. a) Geometry of two conformers of E-1 with a representation of nitrogen lone pairs (Boltzmann distributions at 25 °C are shown in parentheses). The right side shows a NCI surface and an ELF map that describes lone-pair···lone-pair repulsion between two N atoms in E-1 (2). b) Geometry of the dominant Z conformers of 1-4. A NCI surface and an ELF map that describes C-H···π interaction in Z-1 (2) are also shown. The geometry was optimized at the PBE0-D3(BJ)/6-311G**/SMD (DMSO) level of theory. c) Excitation energy and oscillator strength of n-π* transitions calculated at the TD-PBE0/6-311G**/SMD (DMSO) level of theory.

The structure and photoswitch properties were then tuned by structural modifications at benzene ring. As show in Figure 2b, para-OMe-substituted molecule 2 showed a π-π* λmax of 349 nm, which were redshifted by 20 nm relative to 1. This resulted from the p-π conjugation effect that effectively reduced the energy gap between HOMO (π orbital) and LUMO (π* orbital), as verified by theoretical computations (Table S6). 96 % yield of E→Z isomerization reached by 365 nm light irradiation. Moreover, the n-π* bands of E-2 and Z-2 were well separated and a high ε(Z)/ε(E) ratio above 20 was obtained at 532 nm (Figure 2b inset), which enabled 96 % yield of Z→E isomerization under 532 nm light. Such effective back photoconversion benefitted from the ability of para-OMe group to 1) simultaneously increase the n-π* transition excitation energy of E isomer and decrease that of Z isomer (Figure 3c), i.e, blue-shift the E-isomer n-π* band and red-shift the Z-isomer n-π* band, and 2) effectively twist the shape of Z-isomer (φCCNN=76.7°, see Figure 3b) and thus remarkably enhance Z-isomer n-π* absorbance (f was increased by one order of magnitude, see Figure 3c and Table S6). The twisted Z-isomer geometry in turn led to a shortened τ1/2 of 17 d. These substitution effects of para-OMe were also observed for phenylazopyrazoles in previous work.34,36,38

We then introduced two methoxy groups to ortho-positions (molecule 3, see Figure 2c). Due to the repulsive interaction between methoxy and azo group,76 the E-isomer adopt a nonplanar conformation where phenyl ring was rotated relative to the azopyrazolyl part (φCCNN=8.2°). This weakened the π-conjugation and blue-shifted the π-π* λmax by 4 nm relative to E-1. Distorted conformation also made the n-π* transition (which was symmetry-forbidden) more allowed, and thus the f was improved to 0.0045
(perfect zero for planar E-isomers). On the other hand, Z-3(2) adopted a nearly T shaped conformation (φCCNN=88.5°), resulting in a less allowed n-π* transition with f of only 0.0019. Therefore, we observed the lower absorbance of Z-3 than E-3 throughout the n-π* region (Figure 2c). Naturally, effective Z→E photoisomerization was inhibited, and the highest E-isomer content of about 60% was obtained at the PSS of 400 nm, where ε(Z)/ε(E) ratio reached a maximum value of about 0.9 (Figure 2c inset). On the other hand, E→Z isomerization could be induced by visible lights taking advantage of the higher n-π* absorbance of E-3 over Z-3, and 74.8% photoconversion was found under 532 nm light (ε(Z)/ε(E) ratio ~2.5). Notably, 3 provided an extremely long-lived Z-isomer with t1/2 of 717 d, benefitting from the T shape and bis-ortho-OMe effects that were observed in previous work.77

The replacement of benzene with naphthalene (molecule 4) strongly redshifted the π-π* λmax of E-isomer to 378 nm (Figure 2d). As a result, 405 nm visible light induced effective E→Z isomerization with 89% yield. The red-shifted π-π* band, on the other side, left a strong tail absorbance above 450 nm that was higher than the n-π* absorbance of Z-isomer, which disfavored the Z→E photoconversion (only 58% of E-isomer at 532 nm PSS). Meanwhile, the Z-isomer t1/2 became 42 times shorter (2.5 d for Z-4 vs. 105 d for Z-1), which was also associated with the extension of the conjugated system. Interestingly, a near T-shaped conformation (φCCNN=81.2°) was theoretically found for Z-4 (Figure 3b), although it showed such a short t1/2.

In brief, structural modification on the benzene ring side allowed reformation of the electronic and geometric structures of aryazo-1,2,3-triazoles. E→Z photoisomerization yields were always excellent, and Z-isomer t1/2 were tuned from days to years, while the Z→E photoconversion was disfavored by T shaped geometry of Z-isomer. Photoswitch 2 with para-OMe provided the best compromise between the two aspects, enabling 96% photoconversion in both directions and a fairly long t1/2 of 17 d.

Electronic decoupling

In the following, we investigated the ability of 1,2,3-triazole ring to decouple the photoswitching core from its substituent groups. Molecule 2 was used as a parent arylatrazole photoswitch, and a series of derivatives 2Ph-X were studied, where a phenyl ring was linked to 1,2,3-triazole to extend π conjugation and different end groups (X=H, Br, OMe, NH2, and NMe2) were introduced to para-position to induce different electronic effects. Azobenzene analogues 5 and 5Ph-X were taken as reference compounds.

UV-Vis spectra in Figure 4a clearly demonstrated the significant decoupling effect of 1,2,3-triazole unit. For the azobenzene series, the π-π* absorption bands displayed a large red-shift of 16 nm (λmax from 344 nm to 360 nm) when the conjugated system was extended from 5 to 5Ph-H, and increasing the electron richness of end groups progressively shifted the λmax of 5Ph-X from 360 nm to 402 nm. In contrast, arylatrazole 2Ph-H showed a small red-shift of 6 nm relative to 2 (from 344 nm to 350 nm). More significantly, the λmax of 2Ph-X remained almost unchanged with different end groups, even neglecting the strong electron-donation effect of -NMe2. These results indicated that the effective
Electronic conjugation commonly seen in azobenzene-based systems was largely weakened by the arylazo-1,2,3-triazole chromophore.

**Figure 4.** a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of 2-based arylazo-1,2,3-triazole derivatives and their azobenzene analogues in MeCN with a list of their $\pi-\pi^*$ $\lambda_{\text{max}}$. The shoulders at 250-300 nm (300-350 nm) in the spectra of 2Ph-NMe$_2$ and 5Ph-NMe$_2$ come from electronic transition of the Ph-NMe$_2$ moiety. b) Isosurface plots of frontier molecular orbitals of 2Ph-NMe$_2$ and 5Ph-NMe$_2$ (calculated at the TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311G**/SMD (MeCN) level of theory). c) Energy levels of $\pi_{\text{azo}}$ and $\pi_{\text{azo}}^*$ orbitals for the two series of molecules (see their orbital plots in Figure S14).

To rationalize the experimental findings, we examined the relevant frontier orbitals involved in $\pi-\pi^*$ transitions, i.e., the two highest-lying $\pi$ orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1) and two lowest-lying $\pi^*$ orbitals (LUMO and LUMO+1), which were depicted in Figure 3b. As expected, the $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ orbitals of azobenzenes 5Ph-X were delocalized widely over the entire molecular backbone. In the case of arylazotriazoles 2Ph-X, however, the long-range electronic delocalization was almost cut off, resulting in two electronically decoupled subsystems. Specifically, the $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ orbitals of lower energy levels (HOMO-1 and LUMO) were predominantly located on the arylazotriazole part, which is the photochromic core, with a very weak participation of the Ph-X moiety. Meanwhile, the higher-energy-level $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ orbitals (HOMO and LUMO+1) were centered on the triazole-Ph-X part, with little wavefunction extension to the arylazo moiety. Such spatial separation characteristic of $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ orbitals manifested the cross-conjugated nature of 1,2,3-triazole unit in arylazo-1,2,3-triazole photoswitches.
In addition to the qualitative orbital picture, orbital energy was further analyzed. It is known that electronic coupling of two units results in energy splitting of the involved orbitals, characterized by increase/decrease of the orbital energy relative to that of the independent units. For the molecules studied here (composed of a photochromic core and a substituent), we focused on $\pi_{Azo}$ ($\pi_{Azo}^*$) orbitals, i.e., the $\pi$ ($\pi^*$) orbitals distributing on the photochromic core and dominating the lowest $\pi$-$\pi^*$ excited states (see orbital pictures of all molecules in Figure S14). Their orbital energies are shown in Figure 3c. The $\pi_{Azo}^*$ orbitals showed little energy change for both azobenzenes and arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles, but the $\pi_{Azo}$ orbitals are sensitive to whether electronically decoupled or not. For azobenzenes, the $\pi_{Azo}$ orbital energy increased by 0.27 eV from 3 to 3Ph-H, and energy level of 3Ph-X continually increased with the electron richness of end groups (by 0.94 eV from H to NMe$_2$), consistent with the trend of $\pi$-$\pi^*$ $\lambda_{\text{max}}$. In contrast, the $\pi_{Azo}$ orbitals showed a small energy change (0.075 eV) from 2 to 2Ph-H, and they basically kept constant with different end groups (with small fluctuations), which supported again the poor electronic coupling between arylazo-1,2,3-triazole core and its substituents.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we have developed arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles as heteroaryl azoswitches featuring electronic decoupling characteristic. A convenient route using the CuAAC click reaction is established for facile synthesis and versatile functionalization of these molecules. By structural modifications at the benzene ring side, electronic/geometric structure and thus photoswitch property can be readily tuned. For example, their Z-isomer $t_{1/2}$ have been tuned from days to years, and 2 provides 96% photoconversion in both directions and a fairly long $t_{1/2}$ of 17 d. Taking 2 as a parent molecule, we show that the cross-conjugated nature of 1,2,3-triazole unit largely disrupt the electronic communication between the photoswitch core and its substituents. The combination of clickable synthesis, tunable photoswitch property and self-decoupling ability, makes arylazo-1,2,3-triazoles intriguing molecular tools in designing photo-responsive systems with desired performance. Although the aryl moieties are limited to benzene- and naphthalene-based groups in current work, many other (hetero)aryl-based azo-1,2,3-triazoles can be envisioned, providing a large scope for structure design, property improvement, and potential applications.
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